Editors’ Introduction
Andrew Cutrofello and Gail Weiss

SPEP Co-Director’s Address: “The Wind Began to Howl” - Dylan’s Antinomianism
Andrew Cutrofello

PHENOMENOLOGICAL AND EXPERIENTIAL CHALLENGES

Noesis, and Noema, and Gender—Oh My!
Lanei Rodemeyer

Merleau-Ponty, Moral Perception, and Metaethical Internalism
Bryan Lueck

Institution and Divergence: Toward a Phenomenology of Music
Caleb Faul

Grief, Phantoms, and Re-membering Loss
Catherine Fullarton

Deleuze’s Transcendental Empiricism Against Speculative Realism: How Deleuze’s Hume Avoids the Challenge of Correlationism
Kyle Novak
DECOLONIZING AFFECTS AND POLITICS

309  Expression, Animation, and Intelligibility: Concepts for a Decolonial Feminist Affect Theory
Lauren Guilmette

323  Gloria Anzaldúa’s Decolonizing Aesthetics: On Silence and Bearing Witness
Martina Ferrari (Winner of the 2019 Iris Marion Young Prize)

339  Toward a “Care-ful Geopolitics” of La Frontera in the Era of Trump
Emma D. Velez

353  Agua-Biographies: Derrida on Water, Ontopology, and Refugees
Rebekah Sinclair

367  Anger, Fragility, and the Formation of Resistant Feminist Space
Tiffany Tsantsoulas (Winner of the 2020 Iris Marion Young Prize)

PROBLEMATIZATIONS OF LANGUAGE AND LAW

378  The Limits of Language: Philosophical Hermeneutics and the Task of Comparative Philosophy
David W. Johnson

390  Literature as Miscreant Justice: Benjamin and Scholem Debate Kafka’s Law
Brendan Moran

407  The State of Example: Sovereignty and Bare Speech in Plato’s Laws
Robert S. Leib

424  The Curious Case of Cramblett v. Midwest Sperm Bank: Centering a Political Ontology of Race and Disability for Liberatory Thought
Desiree Valentine

441  Face-to-Face, but Behind a Veil of Ignorance: A Levinasian Analysis of Rawls’s Political Conception
Matthew Coate